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1 Introduction

This chapter is concerned with the problem of visual recognition of two dimensional
planar shapes. Shape recognition methods usually combine three stages: feature ex-
traction, matching (the important point here being the definition of a distance or
dissimilarity measure between features) and decision. The first two stages have been
widely addressed in the literature (see for instance [41] or [43] and the references
therein), and will be adressed in Sect. 2. On the contrary, the decision problem
for shape matching has been much less studied, especially in a generic framework.
Moreover, complete procedures starting from raw images and including this deci-
sion step are rarely exposed. In this chapter we show that this program is realistic
and, even though entering all details is beyond the scope of this chapter, present the
main ingredients of the proposed method.

Let us briefly describe the content of this contribution. In Sect. 2, we define the
main atoms of our recognition procedure and explain how to extract them from im-
ages. Invariance and stability requirements lead us to considershape elementsthat
are suitably selected, normalized and encoded pieces of level lines. In Sect. 3, we in-
troduce an abstract setting in which we build decision rules for pairing two shape el-
ements. This section is quite general and the matching methodology is not restricted
to the specific shape elements introduced in Sect. 2. The decision rule relies on a
framework introduced by Desolneux, Moisan and Morel [12, 14], based on a sta-
tistical principle, the Helmholtz principle. The adaptation of this principle to the
shape matching problem leads to an automatic decision rule. In Sect. 4, we present
some experiments that show the validity of the proposed model. It is verified that the
methodology satisfies the Helmholtz principle [15]: a meaningful match is a match
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that is not likely to occur in a context where noise overwhelms the information. Ex-
perimental results are presented in Sect. 5. We conclude in Sect. 6.

Before proceeding, let us specify what we mean by an “automatic decision rule”
for shape matching and say a few words about the methodology to be developed in
Sect. 3. Assume we are looking for a query shapeS in a shape database (usually
extracted from an image or a set of images). A distance between shapes is available,
so that the smaller the distance the more similar the shapes. The question is: what is
the threshold value for that distance to ensure recognition? Given two shapes and an
observed small distanceδ between them, there are only two possibilities:

1. Both shapes lie at that distance because they ‘match’ (that is, they are similar
because they are two instances of the same object, in the broadest sense).

2. The shape database is so large that, just by chance, one of these shapes is close
to S (there is no underlying common cause between them, and they do not cor-
respond to the same object).

Assume we are able to evaluate, for anyδ, the probability of the second possibility.
If this quantity happens to be very small for two shapes, then the first possibility
is certainly a better explanation. Contrarily to classical approaches to hypothesis
testing, we will see that we can build a decision rule only on the likelihood of the
second possibility, which is usually more simple to model than the first one. This a
contrario methodology will be detailed in Sect. 3, where we will also see that the
shape elements selection principle of Sect. 2 follows the same principle.

2 From Images to Normalized Shape Elements

The recognition of shapes (in the widest sense) is invariant with respect to a large set
of transformations, as global or non rigid deformation, contrast change, corruption
by noise, scaling, local occlusion, etc... Therefore, the atoms of computational shape
recognition should satisfy the same properties. An algorithm extracting pieces of
Jordan curves corresponding to invariant local representations of shapes in images
was proposed by Lisani et al. [24, 25], and mostly satisfies the above conditions. It
proceeds with the following steps, that will be detailed below.

1. Extraction of meaningful level lines.
2. Affine invariant smoothing of the extracted level lines.
3. Semi local encoding of pieces of level lines after affine or similarity normaliza-

tion.

The conjunction of these three stages was first introduced by Lisani et al. [24, 25];
the third stage is also based on the seminal work of Lamdan et al. [22], followed by
Rothwell’s work on invariant indexing [36]. For a more recent application of similar
ideas, see Orrite et al. [35].
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2.1 Extracting Meaningful Curves from Images

In computer vision, extraction of shape information from images dates back to
Marr [27], but Attneave [5], as well as Wertheimer [42] and other Gestaltists had
already remarked that information in images is concentrated along contours, and that
shape perception is invariant to contrast changes (changes in the color and luminance
scales). As we will see in the next paragraph, shapes can then be modeled as Jordan
curves. However, as pointed out by Kanisza [21], in every day’s vision most objects
are partially hidden by other ones and despite this occlusion phenomenon humans
still can recognize shapes in images. Consequently, the real atoms of shape represen-
tation should not be the whole Jordan curves corresponding to objects boundaries,
but pieces of them. In this work we will adopt this atomic shape representation; we
will call shape elementany piece of Jordan curve.

Topographic Map and Tree of Level Lines

Following Mathematical Morphologists, the image information is completely con-
tained in a family of binary images that are obtained by thresholding the images at
given values [28, 38]. This is equivalent to considering level sets; the (upper) level
set ofu at the valueλ is

χλ(u) = {x ∈ R2, u(x) ≥ λ}. (1)

Obviously, if we only consider a coarsely quantized set of different grey levels, in-
formation is lost, especially in textures. Nevertheless it is worth noticing how large
shapes are already present with as few as 5 or 6 levels. As remarked by Serra [38],
we can reconstruct an image from the whole family of its level sets by

u(x) = sup{λ ∈ R, x ∈ χλ(u)}.

Thus, the level sets provide a complete representation of images. Morphologists also
noticed that boundaries of level sets fit parts of objects boundaries very well. They
call level lines the topological boundaries of connected components of level sets, and
topographic map of an image the collection of all its level lines. Remark that, if the
imageu is C1, level lines coincide with isophotes in the neighborhood ofx such that
Du(x) 6= 0. The topographic map also enjoys several important advantages [10]:

• It is invariant with respect to contrast change (a contrast change is the composi-
tion of the image with an increasing real function). It is not invariant to illumina-
tion change, since in this case the image is really different although it represents
the same scene. However, many pieces of level lines remain the same under such
illumination changes.

• In general, edge detectors lead to disconnected pieces of curves which are too
small to be individually relevant. A preliminary grouping step is necessary to
get shape elements. On the contrary using level lines directly yields long curves
since, for almost all gray level, level lines of images with bounded variation are
Jordan curves [17]. We consider it more easy to compute shape elements by
locally encoding level lines.
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• It is a hierarchical representation: since level sets are ordered by the inclusion
relation (and so are their connected components), the topographic map may be
embedded in a tree structure.

• Most important regarding the main subject of this chapter, object contours locally
coincide with level lines very well. Basically, level lines are everywhere normal
to the gradient as edges. Contrarily to local edges, level lines are accurate at
occlusions. Whereas edges detectors usually fail near T-junctions (and additional
treatments are necessary), there are several level lines at a junction (See Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Level lines and T-junction. Depending on the grey level configuration between shapes
and background, level lines may or may not follow the objects boundary. In any case, junctions
appear where two level lines separate. Here, there are two kinds of level lines: the occluded
circle and the shape composed of the union of the circle and the square. The square itself may
be retrieved by difference.

However, level lines in textures are usually very complicated and are not always use-
ful for shape recognition. Moreover, because of noise and interpolation, many level
lines may follow roughly one and the same contour. Thus it is useful, for practical
computational reasons, to select only the most meaningful level lines.

Remark that level lines are Jordan curves and, for continuous images, do not in-
tersect. Moreover, for almost all level of aC1 image, the interior of a closed level
line is a simply connected set. Monasse and Guichard [32] call such a set aShape,
and to avoid any confusion, we will writemorphological shape. Basically, morpho-
logical shapes are either connected components of level sets whose holes have been
filled, or connected components of holes of level sets whose own holes have been
filled. Actually, the situation is slightly more complicated because of open level lines
that meet the image border, and that have to be closed one way or another. Nev-
ertheless, Monasse and Guichard proved that these morphological shapes could be
used to define a tree which is called thetree of level lines. Each node of the tree is
a morphological shape, attached to a grey level, or equivalently the boundary of the
morphological shape, which is a level line of the image. In Figure 2, we display an
example of such a tree for a simple synthetic image. An algorithm calledFast Level
Set Transform[32] allows to efficiently compute this tree. It may be extended to a
bilinearly interpolated image, whose level lines suffer less from pixelization effects
than those of a pixelwise constant image. In this case, images become continuous
and have infinitely many level lines. Thus, there is a preliminary choice of quanti-
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zation of these lines. If the original image was encoded on 8-bits, we simply choose
a quantization step equal to 1, since we know that 256 grey levels give fair enough
visual quality. Moreover, the selection procedure we describe below would not give
more level lines with a thinner quantization step.

Fig. 2.Top : a synthetic image. Middle : its morphological shapes. Bottom : the corresponding
tree.

Meaningful Boundaries

A very simple and efficient method to select the most meaningful level lines in the to-
pographic map has been introduced by Desolneux, Moisan and Morel in [13]. Recent
improvements have been achieved in [9] but, for the sake of simplicity, we only de-
scribe the original arguments which rely on an a contrario detection principle which
will be detailed in Sect. 3.

Let u : R2 → R be a differentiable grey level image. Assume that we have a
measure of contrast. To simplify we take it here equal to the norm of the gradient.
Assume that we know the distribution of the gradient ofu, given by

Hc(µ) = P (|Du| > µ).

In practice, we shall take a finite differences approximation of the gradient. The
empirical histogram is used to approximateHc. That is, we assume that the gradient
norm is distributed as the positive random variableX defined by

∀µ > 0, P (X > µ) =
#{x ∈ Γ, |Du(x)| > µ}
#{x ∈ Γ, |Du(x)| > 0}

, (2)

where the symbol# designs the cardinality of a set,Γ the finite sampling grid,|Du|
is computed by finite difference approximation.

Definition 1 ([13]). Let E be a finite set ofNll level lines ofu. We say that a level
line C is anε-meaningful boundary if
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NFA(C) ≡ NllHc(min
x∈C

|Du(x)|)l/2 < ε, (3)

wherel is the length ofC. This number is called number of false alarms (NFA) ofC.

This definition will be explained in details in Sect. 3.4, since its justification uses the
a contrario frameworkthat will be introduced in Sect. 3. Let us take it for granted
for a while.

Maximal Boundaries

We know that all level lines are needed to perfectly reconstruct the image. Never-
theless, only a few of them suffice to describe most shape information. Because of
interpolation and blur, level lines accumulate along edges, and even meaningful level
lines still are locally redundant, as far as shapes are concerned. A very elegant way
to eliminate some redundancy is to use the structure of the tree of level lines which
simply contain the topological inclusion relation between level lines.

Definition 2 ([31]). A monotone section of a tree of level lines is a part of a branch
such that each node has a unique son and where grey level is monotone (no contrast
reversal).
A maximal monotone section is a monotone section which is not strictly included in
another one.

Definition 3 ([13]). We say that a meaningful boundary is maximal meaningful if it
has a minimal NFA in a maximal monotone section of the tree of meaningful level
lines.

Remark that this definition makes sense since meaningful level lines still enjoy the
same tree structure as level lines. In practice, meaningful level lines often represent
less than10% of the total number of level lines (most of which are actually very small
and due to noise and texture). About one meaningful level line over 10 is usually a
maximal one. Hence, about99% of all level lines are eliminated.

Fig. 3 illustrates that the loss of information resulting from the use of meaning-
ful level lines is negligible compared to the gain in information compactness. This
reduction is crucial in order to speed up the shape matching stage that follows the
encoding.

2.2 Level Lines Smoothing

Once meaningful level lines are extracted, we need to smooth them in order to elim-
inate noise and aliasing effects. The Geometric Affine Scale Space [2, 37] is fully
convenient (since such a smoothing commutes with special affine transformations
and since we are interested in affine invariance). It is given by the following motion
by curvature

∂x

∂t
= |Curv(x)|

1
3 n(x),
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. Extraction of meaningful level lines. (a) original “La Cornouaille” image, (b) level
lines, represented here with grey-level quantization step equal to 10 (there are 54790 level lines
for a quantization step of 1, and they fill the whole image), (c) the 296 maximal meaningful
level lines (there are 4342 meaningful level lines but with no real additional information).

wherex is a point on a level line, Curv(x) the curvature andn(x) the normal to
the curve, oriented towards concavity. We use a fast implementation by Moisan [29].
Logically, it would be interesting to use this equation in a true multiscale recognition
procedure: each extracted shape should be described at several different scales. The
price to pay is of course a higher numerical complexity. In this chapter, we only use
this equation as a way to wipe out pixelization effect due to quantization, so that the
invariance properties of the equation are not used to their full potential. The scale
at which the smoothing is applied is fixed and given by the pixel size. Nevertheless,
this is still very useful: the aim is to reduce the complexity of meaningful level lines
by simplifying them. The final goal remains the same: to make the shape matching
faster. Indeed, smoothing reduces the number of bitangents on level lines by elimi-
nating those due to noise; consequently it also reduces the number of encoded shape
elements, as it will become clear from what follows.

2.3 Semi-local Normalization and Encoding

The last stage of the invariant shape encoding algorithm is semi-local normalization
and encoding. Roughly speaking, in order to build invariant representations (up to
either similarity or affine transformations), we define local frames for each level
line, based on robust directions (tangent lines at flat parts, or bitangent lines). Such a
representation is obtained by uniformly sampling a piece of curve in this normalized
frame. The following section is devoted to an improvement of Lisani’s algorithm.

The proposed semi-local normalization of level lines or, more generally speaking,
of Jordan curves is based on robust directions. These directions are given by bitan-
gent lines, or by tangent lines at flat parts (a flat part is a portion of a curve which is
everywhere unexpectedly close to the segment joining its endpoints, relatively to an
adequate background model [33, 40]).

We now detail the procedures used to achieve similarity invariance for semi-local
normalization and encoding of Jordan curves. In what follows we consider direct
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Euclidean parameterization for level lines. We treat the similarity invariant case, and
refer the reader to [25] for the affine invariant encoding.

L

P2

P1

C

R2

R1

P1

D

P2

In order to represent a level lineL, for each flat
part, and for each couple of points on which the
same straight line is tangent to the curve, do:

a) LetP1 andP2 be either the tangency points
when dealing with bitangency, or the end-
points for the detected segment when deal-
ing with flat parts. Consider the tangent line
D to these points;

b) Starting backward fromP1, callP1 the pre-
vious tangent toL, orthogonal toD. Starting
forward fromP2, callP2 the next tangent to
L, orthogonal toD;

c) Find the intersection points betweenP1 and
D, and betweenP2 andD. Call themR1

andR2, respectively;
d) Store thenormalized coordinates ofM

equi-distributed points over an arc onL of
normalized lengthF , centered atC, the in-
tersection point ofL with the perpendicular
bisector of[R1R2]. By “normalized coordi-
nates” we mean coordinates in the similar-
ity invariant frame defined by pointsR1, R2

mapped to(− 1
2
, 0), ( 1

2
, 0), respectively.

Fig. 4.Similarity invariant semi-local encoding. On the left, an illustration based on a flat part.

The procedure is illustrated and detailed in Fig. 4. Two implementation param-
eters,F andM , are involved in this normalization procedure. The value ofF de-
termines the normalized length of the shape elements, and is to be chosen having in
mind the following trade-off: ifF is too large, shape elements will not deal well with
occlusions, while if it is too small, shape elements will not be discriminatory enough.
One therefore faces a classical dilemma in shape analysis: locality versus globality of
shape representations. The choice ofM is less critical from the shape representation
viewpoint, since it is just a precision parameter. Its value is to be chosen as a com-
promise between accuracy of the shape element representation and computational
load.

On Fig. 5 we show several normalized shape elements extracted from a single
line, takingF = 5 andM = 45. Notice that the representation is quite redundant.
While the representation is certainly not optimal because of redundancy, it increases
the possibility of finding common shape elements when corresponding shapes are
present in images, even if they are degraded or subject to partial occlusions.
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All experiments to be presented in Sect. 5 concerning matching based on this
semi-local encoding (or the affine invariant procedure detailed in [25]) were carried
out usingF = 5 andM = 45, since it seems to be a good compromise solution. We
observed that in general these parameters can be fixed once and for all, and do not
need to be tuned by the user. Let us notice that some curves cannot be coded with
F = 5: when their length is too small with respect to the length of the segment line
[R1R2], the resulting shape element would overlap itself.

Fig. 5. Example of semi-local similarity invariant encoding. The line on the left generates 19
shape elements (F = 5, M = 45). Twelve of them are based on bitangent lines, the other
ones are based on flat parts. The representation is quite redundant. Here are displayed three
normalized shape elements, one deriving from bitangent lines, and two from a flat part.

3 An A Contrario Decision Framework

By applying the procedures of the previous section, similarity invariantshape ele-
mentsare extracted from images. (Affine invariant shape elements may be extracted
as well, see [25].) These are the basic objects to be recognized. Generally speaking,
the recognition problem is hard since sorting the shape elements along a similarity
measure (such as a distance) to a query shape element is not sufficient; we must an-
swer byyesor no the question “does that shape element look like the query shape
element”? In that case, the problem consists in automatically setting a thresholdδ
over the similarity measure and in giving a confidence level to this decision. This is
precisely the aim of the proposed methodology. We shall first build up an empirical
statistical model of the shape elements database. The relevant matches will be de-
tected a contrario as rare events for thisbackground model. This detection framework
has been recently applied by Desolneux et al. to the detection of alignments [12] or
contrasted edges [13], by Almansa et al. to the detection of vanishing points [1], by
Stival and Moisan to stereo images [30], by Gousseau to the comparison of image
“composition” [19] and by Cao to the detection of good continuations [7]. The main
advantage of this technique is that the only parameter which controls the detection is
the Number of False Alarms, that has already been introduced for level lines selec-
tion in Sect. 2 and that will be defined for shape matching in Sect. 3.2.
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3.1 Shape model versus background model

Let us first introduce some notations. Our aim is to compare a given query shape
elementS with the N shape elements of a databaseB. We assumeS to be repre-
sented by a code, that is a set ofK featuresx1(S), x2(S), . . . ,xK(S), each of them
belonging to a setEi endowed with a dissimilarity measuredi. We then define the
product dissimilarity measure onE1 × E2 × · · · × EK by

d(S,S ′) = max
i∈{1,...,K}

di(xi(S), xi(S ′)).

Observe that in order for this definition to be sound, thedis are supposed to have
the same range, a property that will be satisfied by the dissimilarity measures to be
considered in this chapter. In what follows, we will call this dissimilarity measures
distances, although they are not necessarily metrics.

We assume no other information but the observed set of features, and we are
interested in shape elements which are close to the query shape elementS because
their generation shares some common cause with the generation ofS. But what is the
underlying common cause? We probably do not know, and this is the point. Indeed,
directly addressing this problem is not possible, unless we have the exact model ofS
at hand. Such a model would imply an extra knowledge (for instance some expert
should have first built it up). We are therefore unable to compute the probability that
a shape element is nearS because it has been generated by the shape model ofS.

Consequently, we are led to wonder whether a database shape element is near
the queryS “just by chance”, and to detect correspondences as unexpected coin-
cidences. In order to address this latest point, we have to build up abackground
model: a model to compute the probability that a shape element from the database is
nearS by chance. We assume that shape elements are defined on some probability
space(Ω,A,Pr). A background model, at fixedS, is defined as follows.

Definition 4. We callbackground modelany random modelS ′ for which the follow-
ing holds true:

(A) The random variablesdi(xi(S), xi(S ′)) (i ∈ {1, . . . ,K}) from Ω to R+ are
mutually independent.

From now on, at fixedS, and for everyi ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, we denote

Pi(S, δ) := Pr(di(xi(S), xi(S ′)) ≤ δ).

3.2 A Detection Terminology

Number of False Alarms

A distance function between shape elements being given, deciding whether a shape
element matches another shape element consists in setting a thresholdδ over the
distances. Ideally,δ should be set automatically, without any user tuning. In order to
do so, we will rely on the following quantities.
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Definition 5. TheNumber of False Alarmsof the shape elementS at a distanced is

NFA(S, d) := N
∏

i∈{1,...,K}

Pi(S, d).

We will see later in Sect. 3.3 that this number can be seen as the average number of
false alarms that are expected in a statistical test framework, when we test whether
the distance from each shape element in the database toS is belowd.

Definition 6. The number of false alarms of the query shape elementS and a
database shape elementS ′ is the number of false alarms ofS at a distanced(S,S ′):

NFA(S,S ′) := NFA(S, d(S,S ′)).

The number of false alarms betweenS and S ′ corresponds to the expected num-
ber of database shapes which are “false alarms” and whose distance toS is lower
thand(S,S ′).

Remark 1.For the sake of simplicity, the same notation is used for both the preceding
definitions of the number of false alarms. Let us moreover notice that the arguments
of this latest NFA (seen as a two variables function) do not play a symmetric role.

Meaningful Matches

Next, we decide which shapes of the database match the query shapeS by bounding
the number of false alarms.

Definition 7. A shape elementS ′ is anε-meaningful matchof the query shape ele-
mentS if their number of false alarms is bounded byε:

NFA(S,S ′) ≤ ε.

Notice that since the functionsPi(S, d) : d 7→ Pr(y ∈ Ei s.t.di(xi(S), y) ≤ d)
are non-decreasing, the functiond 7→ NFA(S, d) is pseudo-invertible. That is, there
exists a unique positive real numberδ(ε) (depending on the query shapeS) such that

δ(ε) := max{δ > 0, NFA(S, δ) ≤ ε}.

The proposition that follows is then straightforward.

Proposition 1. A shape elementS ′ is an ε-meaningful match of the query shape
elementS if and only if

d(S,S ′) ≤ δ(ε).

The decision rule we propose thus amounts, for a fixedS, to compared(S,S ′) to the
boundδ(ε). The justification behind this rule is that the expectation of the number
of shapes that matchS “by chance” is then bounded byε. The following proposition
makes this claim more formal.
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Proposition 2. Under the assumption that the database shape elements are identi-
cally distributed following the background model, the expectation of the number of
ε-meaningful matches is less thanε.

Proof. Let S ′j (1 ≤ j ≤ N ) denote the shape elements in the database, andχj be
the indicator function of the eventej : “S ′j is anε-meaningful match of the queryS ”
(i.e. its value is1 if S ′j is anε-meaningful match ofS, and0 otherwise). LetR =∑N

j=1 χj be the random variable representing the number of shapesε-meaningfully
matchingS.
The expectation ofR is E(R) =

∑N
j=1 E(χj). Using Prop. 1, it follows that

E(χj) = Pr(S ′j is anε-meaningful match ofS) = Pr(d(S,S ′j) ≤ δ(ε)).

Since shape elements from the database are assumed to satisfy the assumptions of
the background model, one has

E(χj) =
K∏

i=1

Pi(S, δ(ε)) =
1
N

NFA(S, δ(ε)).

Linearity of expectation impliesE(R) = 1
N

∑N
j=1 NFA(S, δ(ε)). Hence, by defini-

tion of δ, this yieldsE(R) ≤
∑N

j=1 ε ·N−1; thereforeE(R) ≤ ε. ut

The key point is that the linearity of the expectation allows to computeE(R).
Since dependencies between eventsej are unknown, we are not able to estimate the
probability law ofR.

Let us now summarize. A reference shapeS being given, we seek itsε-meaningful
matches, which by Prop. 1 boils down to a bound on distances. For each matching
shapeS ′, the numberNFA(S,S ′) quantifies the quality of the match, and Prop. 2
gives a handy meaning to the numberε (we will always useε = 1 in subsequent
experiments).

Recognition Threshold is Relative to the Context

Notice that the empirical probabilities take into account the ‘rareness’ or ‘common-
ness’ of a possible match; indeed the thresholdδ is less restrictive in the first case
and stricter in the other one. If a query shapeS1 is rarer than another oneS2, then the
database contains more shapes close toS2 than shapes close toS1, below a certain
fixed distanced′. Now, probabilities will be estimated through empirical frequencies
over the database (see Sect. 3.6). As a consequence, if a query shapeS1 is rarer than
another oneS2, then we have, fori ∈ {1, . . . ,K} andd ≤ d′,

P̂i(S1, d) ≤ P̂i(S2, d).

This yields (with obvious notations)δS2 ≤ δS1 (provided both quantities are be-
low d′), i.e. the rarer the sought shape, the higher the recognition threshold.
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Another formulation of the same property is that if a given query shape is rarer
among the shapes out of a databaseB1 than among the shapes out of a databaseB2,
then we get for everyi ∈ {1, . . . ,K} and ford “small enough”

P̂ 1
i (S, d) ≤ P̂ 2

i (S, d),

whereP̂ 1
i andP̂ 2

i are respectively estimated overB1 andB2. This yieldsδ2 ≤ δ1.
This latest point is in fact one of the key points of the proposed methodology, and
should be the cornerstone of every shape recognition system. Suppose that we seek a
character, let us say a ‘a’ among different characters from an ordinary scanned text.
Then the recognition threshold (under which a character matches the sought ‘a’)
should be larger than the one obtained when searching the same ‘a’ among other ‘a’
of various slightly different fonts. Indeed, the sought shape would be relatively much
rarer in the latter case than in the former. The conclusion is that the distance threshold
proposed by our algorithm auto-adapts to the relative “rareness” of the query shape
among the database shapes. The “rarer” the query shape, the more permissive the
corresponding distance threshold, and conversely.

Observe also that the number of false alarms, and therefore the confidence of
a recognition, depends upon the size of the searched database. This is counterintu-
itive, but only at first sight. Indeed, when the size of the searched database grows,
the probability that a piece of shape be created "just by chance" grows too. Let us
take a classical example. Images of vegetation can lead humans and computer vision
algorithm to hallucinate faces. The explanation is simple ; such textured images cre-
ate lots of casual spatial arrangements. Some of them can look like a searched shape.
The larger the database, the likelier such false alarms.

Why an A Contrario Decision?

The advantages of the a contrario decision based on the NFA compared to the direct
setting of a distance threshold between shape elements are obvious. On the one hand,
thresholding the NFA is much more handy than thresholding the distance. Indeed, we
simply putε = 1 and allow at most one false alarm among meaningful matches (we
simply refer to1-meaningful matches as “meaningful matches”), orε = 10−1 if we
want to impose a higher confidence in the obtained matches. The detection threshold
ε is set uniformly whatever the query shape element and the database may be: the
resulting distance threshold adapts automatically according to them as explained in
the preceding section. On the other hand, the lowerε, the “surer” theε-meaningful
detections are. Of course, the same claim is true when considering distances: the
lower the distance thresholdδ, the surer the corresponding matches, but considering
the NFA quantifies this confidence level. Moreover, computing the NFA does not
need any shape model. This is a major advantage of the proposed method, since
having a shape model means that the query shape has already been recognized before
somehow or other. We will see in Sect. 3.3 how this point relates to the control of
false positives in a classical hypothesis testing framework.
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Comparing Two Databases

Let us end up with the definition of the number of false alarms when comparing all
shape elements in a database to all shape elements in another database. This cor-
responds to the experiments of Sect. 5 where the shape contents of two images are
compared. When searching the shapes belonging to a databaseB1, made ofN1 shape
elements, among theN2 shape elements belonging to a databaseB2, we define:

Definition 8. TheNumber of False Alarmsof a shapeS (belonging toB1) at a dis-
tanced is

NFA(S, d) = N1 ·N2 · Pr
(
S ′, max

i∈{1...K}
di(xi(S), xi(S ′)) ≤ d

)
.

The probabilities (depending on the searched shapeS) are estimated as before,
as a product ofK empirical estimates over the databaseB2 among which the query
shapes are sought. For each shape inB1 we also defineε-meaningful matches. The
claim up to which we shall expect on the averageε false alarms among theε-
meaningful matches over allN1 ·N2 tested pairs of shapes (Prop. 2) still holds.

3.3 A Contrario Decision as Hypothesis Testing

In this section, we show how the proposed methodology can be interpreted in a sta-
tistical testing framework [16, 39]. A shapeS ′ being observed, the hypothesis we are
interested in isH1: “S ′ has been generated by the shape model ofS”. However, as
explained before, handling this hypothesis with our assumption (no available shape
model forS) is impossible. We are therefore led to concentrate on an alternative hy-
pothesisH0: “S ′ follows the background model”. We consider a test relying on the
distance between shapes.

Definition 9. A query shape elementS being given, the statistical testTδ(S) is de-
fined by:

• if a database shape elementS ′ is such thatd(S,S ′) < δ then hypothesisH1 is
accepted (S ′ is nearS because of some causality).

• Otherwise,H1 is rejected and the null hypothesisH0 is accepted (S ′ is nearS
casually).

The quality of a statistical test is measured by the probability of taking wrong de-
cisions : rejectH0 for S althoughH0 is valid (type I error, false positive) or rejectH1

for an observationS for whichH1 is actually true (type II error, mis-detection). A
probability measure can be associated to each type of error.

• Theprobability of false alarms(associated with type I error)α = Pr(d(S,S ′) <
δ|H0).

• Theprobability of non-detectionor probability of a miss(associated with type II
error)α′ = Pr(d(S,S ′) ≥ δ|H1).
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It is clear that the lowerα andα′, the better the test, but it is also clear thatα
andα′ cannot be independently optimized. The problem is to find a trade-off between
these two probabilities. Two well known approaches to this problem areNeyman-
Pearson TheoryandBayesian tests. However, the practical limits of this theoretical
framework are obvious. They indeed need that one knows the likelihood of both
H0 andH1, which is in general unrealistic if the aim is to recognize an unspecified
query shape (a generative model is indeed needed for the query shapeS to compute
the likelihood of a shapeS ′ under hypothesisH1). Moreover, the Bayesian approach
needs prior information, which is either arbitrary or is strongly related to a specific
problem for which supplementary information is provided.

Let us summarize the situation. We are not able to compute the probability of
non-detectionPr(d(S,S ′) ≥ δ|H1). On the other hand, a straightforward computa-
tion provides the value of the probability of false alarms of the statistical testTδ(S),
that is,Pr(d(S,S ′) < δ|H0). Indeed, by definition ofd,

Pr(d(S,S ′) < δ|H0) = Pr
(

max
i∈{1,...,K}

di(xi(S), xi(S ′)) ≤ δ | H0

)
.

Now, by definition ofH0, the independence assumption(A) holds true so that

Pr(d(S,S ′) < δ|H0) =
∏

i∈{1,...,K}

Pr (di(xi(S), xi(S ′)) ≤ δ)

=
∏

i∈{1,...,K}

Pi(S, δ). (4)

It is therefore straightforward (by definition ofδ(ε)) that the statistical test
Tδ(ε)(S) has a probability of false alarm bounded byε/N :

Pr(d(S,S ′) < δ|H0) ≤ ε/N.

The a contrario decision rule therefore consists in accepting hypothesisH1 when
the null hypothesisH0 is unlikely, this likeliness being quantified byε. Recall also
that Prop. 2 shows that the average number of false alarms when testing a shape
against all shapes in the database is bounded byε, therefore giving a clear meaning to
this bound. In short, we accept the hypothesis “a database shape elementS ′ matches
the query shape elementS ” as soon as it is not likely thatS ′ is nearS “by chance”.

Several earlier works conceive the shape recognition problem in the same spirit,
being based on the computation of a probability of false alarms. This computation
can be achieved by following several approaches. All of them are of course based
on the background modeling. For instance, Grimson and Huttenlocher [20] estimate
the probability that some features of the sought shapes are retrieved just thanks to
the so-called "conspiracy of random", by assuming that features are uniformly dis-
tributed. A more accurate approach consists in building a tighter background model.
Examples can be found among the literature about detection of low resolution tar-
gets over a cluttered background (see for example [11]). Such approaches are derived
from classical signal processing methods (where the noise is modeled as a Gaussian
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process, thus enabling to exactly compute the probability of false alarms and de-
rive the detection threshold, see e.g. [4]). Specific background models can also be
built, depending on the considered problem. For instance, Amitet al. [3] address a
shape classification problem in this perspective. Another approach is to simultane-
ously use a background and a shape model, as done by Lindenbaum in [23] where
performances of shape recognition algorithms are studied in a fairly general context.
Let us also name the Statistical Parametric Mapping which is a popular method for
analysis of brain imaging data sequences: by integrating spatial dependences, large
deviations with respect to the SPM are attributed to the cognitive process of interest
(see [18] for an introduction).

3.4 Meaningful Boundaries and A Contrario Framework

Let us now interpret the definition of meaningful boundaries that we gave in Sect. 2
in the a contrario decision framework. The implicit definition of contours contained
in Def. 1 is that the norm of the gradient should be large everywhere along an edge.
Again, we consider it hard to model the dependence of the gradient values along a
true edge and prefer to take the decision by contradicting an independence hypothe-
sis.

Assume thatX is a real random variable described by the inverse distribution
functionH(µ) = Pr(X ≥ µ). Assume thatu is a random image such that the values
|Du| are independent with the same law asX. Let nowE be a set of random curves
(Ci) in u such that#E (the cardinality ofE) is independent of eachCi. For eachi,
we noteµi = minx∈Ci

|Du(x)|. We also assume that we can chooseLi independent
points onCi (points that are afar at least by Nyquist’s distance, a property which
in particular boundsLi from above). We can think of theCi as random walks with
independent increments but since we choose a finite number of samples on each
curve, the law of theCi does not really matter. We assume thatLi is independent
from the pixels crossed byCi.
By mimicking Def. 1, we say thatCi is ε-meaningful if

NFA(Ci) = #E ·H(µi)Li < ε.

Proposition 3. The expected number ofε-meaningful curves in a random setE of
random curves is smaller thanε.

Proof. Let us denote byXi the binary random variable equal to 1 ifCi is meaningful
and to 0 else. Let alsoN = #E. Let us denote byE(X) the expectation of a random
variableX in the a contrario model. We then have

E

(
N∑

i=1

Xi

)
= E

(
E

(
N∑

i=1

Xi|N

))
.

We have assumed thatN is independent from the curves. Thus, conditionally to
N = n, the law of

∑N
i=1 Xi is the law of

∑n
i=1 Yi, whereYi is a binary variable

equal to1 if nH(µi)Li < ε and 0 else. By linearity of expectation,
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E

(
N∑

i=1

Xi|N = n

)
= E

(
n∑

i=1

Yi

)
=

n∑
i=1

E(Yi).

SinceYi is a Bernoulli variable,E(Yi) = Pr(Yi = 1) = Pr(nH(µi)Li < ε) =∑∞
l=0 Pr(nH(µi)Li < ε|Li = l)P (Li = l). Again, we have assumed thatLi is

independent of the gradient distribution in the image. Thus conditionally toLi = l,
the law ofnH(µi)Li is the law ofnH(µi)l. Let us finally denote by(α1, · · · , αl)
thel (independent) values of|Du| alongCi. We have

Pr
(
nH(µi)l < ε

)
= Pr

(
H( min

1≤k≤l
αk) <

( ε

n

)1/l
)

= Pr
(

max
1≤k≤l

H(αk) <
( ε

n

)1/l
)

sinceH is nonincreasing

=
l∏

k=1

Pr
(

H(αk) <
( ε

n

)1/l
)

by independence

≤ ε

n
,

since ifH is the inverse distribution function ofX, Pr(H(X) < t) ≤ t. The last
term in the above inequalities does not depend uponl, thus

∞∑
l=0

Pr(nH(µi)Li < ε|Li = l) Pr(Li = l) ≤ ε

n

∞∑
l=0

Pr(Li = l) =
ε

n
.

Hence,

E

(
N∑

i=1

Xi|N = n

)
≤ ε.

This finally impliesE
(∑N

i=1 Xi

)
≤ ε, which exactly means that the expected num-

ber of meaningful curves is less thanε. ut

3.5 Building Statistically Independent Features

We now return to the matching problem. Why is it so important to consider inde-
pendent features (cf. Assump.(A) in Def. 4)? The reason is the following one: using
independent features is a way to beat thecurse of dimensionality[6]. By combining
a few independent features, we can easily reach very low numbers of false alarms
without needing huge databases to estimate the probability of false alarms. In his
pioneering work, D. Lowe [26] presents this same viewpoint for visual recognition:
“Due to limits in the accuracy of image measurements (and possibly also the lack of
precise relations in the natural world) the simple relations that have been described
often fail to generate the very low probabilities of accidental occurrence that would
make them strong sources of evidence for recognition. However, these useful unam-
biguous results can often arise as a result of combining tentatively-formed relations
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to create new compound relations that have much lower probabilities of accidental
occurrence”.

Let us give a numerical example. If the considered database is made ofN shape
elements, the lowest value reachable by each empirical probability,

P̂i(S, d) =
1
N
·# {S ′ ∈ B, di(xi(S ′), xi(S)) ≤ d} ,

is at least1/N . Consequently, if the background model is built onK = 1 feature,
and the database is made ofN = 1000 shapes, then the lowest reachable number
of false alarms would be1000 · 1/1000 = 1. This means that even if two shape
elementsS andS ′ are almost identical, based on the NFA we cannot ensure that this
match is not casual. Indeed, an NFA equal to1 means that, on the average, one of
the shape elements in the database can matchS by chance. Assume now that the
background model is built onK = 6 features (and stillN = 1000), then the lowest
reachable number of false alarms would be1000 · 1/10006 = 10−15.

In practice, we observe number of false alarms between similar shapes as low as
10−10. This means that such matches would still be meaningful in a database1010

times larger.

To summarize, in our framework and in order to be reliable for the shape recog-
nition task, shape features have to meet the three following requirements:

1) Features provide a complete description: two shapes with the same features are
alike (so that shapes are accurately described).

2) Distances between features are mutually independent (so that we may design the
background model).

3) Their number is as large as possible (so that we may reach low NFAs).

Finding features that meet these three requirements together is a hard problem. In-
deed, there must be enough features in order that the first requirement is valid, but
not too many otherwise the second requirement fails.

The decision framework we have been describing so far is actually completely
general, in the sense that it can be applied to find correspondences between any kind
of structures for whichK statistically independent features can be extracted. In the
following section, we concentrate on the problem of extracting independent features
from the normalized shape elements defined in Sect. 2.

3.6 From Normalized Shape Elements to Independent Features

In this section, we explain the procedure we apply to extract independent features
from normalized shape elements. We empirically found that the best trade-off achiev-
ing simultaneously the three feature requirements pointed out in Sect. 3.5 is the fol-
lowing (see Fig. 6 for an illustration). Each piece of Jordan curveC is split into
five subpieces of equal length. Each one of these pieces is normalized by map-
ping the chord between its first and last points on the horizontal axis, the first point
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being at the origin: the resulting “normalized small pieces of curve” are five fea-
turesC1, C2, . . . , C5 (each of thoseCi being discretized with 9 points). These
features ought to be independent; nevertheless,C1, . . . ,C5 being given, it is impos-
sible to reconstruct the shape they come from. For the sake of completeness a sixth
global featureC6 is therefore made of the endpoints of the five previous pieces, in
the normalized frame. For each piece of level line, the shape features introduced in
Sect. 3.1 are made of these six ‘generic’ shape featuresC1, . . . ,C6. Using the nota-
tions introduced in the previous sections, we havexi(S) = Ci (i ∈ {1, . . . , 6}). For
everyi ∈ {1, . . . , 5} andEi = (R2)9, E6 = (R2)6.

It now remains to define similarity measuresdi. As mentioned earlier, since the
distanced between shape elements is defined as the maximum over thedi’s, we must
choose distances having the same range. This will for example not be the case with
L∞-distances (the range of theL∞ distance between the featuresC6 is clearly not
the same as for the other features). We choose the following normalization for the
di’s:

di(xi(S), xi(S ′)) = Pr(S ′′ ∈ Ω s.t. ||xi(S)− xi(S ′′)||∞ ≤ ||xi(S)− xi(S ′)||∞).

Note that thedi’s are not symmetrical. This normalization yields the following result,
whose proof is left as an exercise.

Proposition 4. Assume that, fori = 1, . . . ,K, the distribution functionsδ 7→
Pr(||xi − x||∞ ≤ δ) are invertible, then

NFA(S,S ′) = N
(
max

i
di(xi(S), xi(S ′))

)K

. (5)

In practice, NFA’s are computed thanks to formula (5), thedi’s being computed
using empirical frequencies:

di(xi(S), xi(S ′)) =
1
N

#{S ′′ ∈ B s. t. ||xi(S)−xi(S ′′)||∞ ≤ ||xi(S)−xi(S ′)||∞},

where as beforeN is the cardinality of the database.
Another possibility that we have investigated is to use a principal component

analysis (PCA) [34]. Although PCA does not provide independent features but un-
correlated ones, the computation of the number of false alarms appears to be still
valid. However, results are not as good as they should be. PCA indeed suffers from
an inherent drawback: it is correct under the strong assumption that the feature space
is linear. This is clearly not true for the space of shapes. We experimentally observed
that the presented independent features extraction is much more reliable (in the sense
that meaningful matches actually mostly correspond to shape elements coming from
the same “object”).

4 Testing the Background Model

The computation of the probability that a shape element fall by chance at a distance
lower thanδ to a query shapeS is correct under the independence assumption(A)
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Fig. 6. Building independent features. Sketch a): example of a Jordan curve in a normalized
frame based on a bitangent line. The bold part corresponds to a shape element; it is split into
5 piecesC1, C2, C3, C4, andC5. Sketch b): each piece is normalized and a sixth featureC6

made of the endpoints of these pieces is added.

on the distances between features. Of course, the accuracy of the Number of False
Alarms NFA(S, δ) (Defs. 5 and 8) strongly relies on this independence assumption.
In most experiments, we are not able to objectively separate false alarms and correct
matches, so that we cannot check whether the NFA is effectively bounded byε. Now,
Helmholtz principle [15] states that no detection in “noise” (the definition of which
has to be precised) should be considered as relevant. Allε-meaningful matches in
the noise should thus be considered as false alarms and therefore in such a situation
there should on the average be aboutε of them.

In this section we test the proposed procedure on shape element features that
are extracted from a white noise image. Observe that in this case the background
model (independence of features) is not necessarily true. On the one hand, shape el-
ements correspond to pieces of Jordan curves, and consequently are constrained not
to self-intersect. On the other hand, shape element features derive from a normaliza-
tion procedure (as explained in Sect. 2) which introduces some structural similarities
(for example, shape elements coming from bitangent points show mostly common
structures). Table 1 quantifies the “amount of dependency” due to these two aspects.
We can see that the observed number of matches in white noise images is indeed
very near toε and does not depend on the database size.

Table 1.Normalized pieces of white noise level lines. Average (over1000 queries) number of
ε-meaningful detections versusε, for databases of various sizes.

value ofε: 0.01 0.1 1 10 100 1, 000 10, 000
100, 000 shape elements0.09 0.77 3.38 19.98 134.71 1, 073.23 9, 777.80
50, 000 shape elements0.07 0.45 2.45 17.19 123.07 1, 038.41 9, 771.81
10, 000 shape elements0.08 0.31 2.1 13.41 107.18 980.43 9, 997.85
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5 Experiments

In this chapter, we present several experiments that illustrate the a contrario deci-
sion methodology applied to the normalization of level lines explained in Sect. 2. A
“query image” and a “database image” being given, meaningful level lines from each
of them are encoded. Then,1-meaningful matches (in the sense of Def. 8) are high-
lightened along the following experiments. More experiments can be seen in [33]
and [40].

Although images and pieces of level lines superimposed to images are shown, the
reader should keep in mind that the decision rule actually only deals withnormalized
shape elements. However, the results for the corresponding pieces of level lines (“de-
normalized” shape element in some sense) are shown here for the sake of clarity.

What we call “false matches” along the following sections are in fact meaningful
matches that do not correspond to the same “object” (in the broadest sense). Only an
a posteriori examination of the meaningful matches enables to distinguish them from
matches which are semantically correct. As explained in the previous sections, we
actually only detect matches that are not likely to occur by chance, or more precisely
speaking, matches that are not expected to be generated more than once by the back-
ground model (by fixing the NFA threshold to 1). We experimentally observed that
most of the time, false matches have an NFA larger than10−1. If we are concerned
with very sure detections, we simply set the NFA threshold to10−1.

All the following experiments have been performed with the same values for
the parameters of the encoding stage (M = 45 andF = 5, see Section 2.3) and
by thresholding the NFAs to 1 (both for the extraction of meaningful lines and the
matching).

5.1 Two Unrelated Images

The aim of this experiment is to check the main property of the proposed method,
namely that the Number of False Alarms is an estimation of the expected number of
matches that are due to chance. On Fig. 7 one can see two different images (results
are representative of what is obtained when considering other images). The similarity
invariant normalized shape elements of the meaningful level lines from the first one
are searched among the normalized shape elements from the second one. Only one1-
meaningful match is retrieved (i.e. the NFA of this match is below 1). As announced
by Prop. 2, one should at most expect about one meaningful match. Although the
method does not distinguish between good and false matches, the NFA gives a good
estimate on “how good a match is”.

5.2 Perspective Distortion

This second experiment illustrates the proposed matching method in the presence of
weak perspective distortions. The target image is a photography of Picasso’s painting
"Les Demoiselles d’Avignon" in a museum and from an angle, whereas the database
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Fig. 7.Two unrelated images. Original images (left), and meaningful level lines (middle). The
846 normalized shape elements from the top image are searched among the 281 normalized
shape elements from the bottom image. Only one1-meaningful match is detected (right). Its
NFA is 0.2, which is very near to 1. This match actually corresponds to pieces of level lines
that look coarsely alike “by chance”.

image is a poster of the same painting. They are shown in Fig. 8, together with the
corresponding maximal meaningful boundaries.

Using the affine invariant encoding (detailed in [25]),1727 and1595 shape el-
ements were extracted respectively from the target image and from the database
image. The number of1-meaningful matches detected is12. These12 matched
shape elements are shown, superimposed to images, in Fig. 9. Only one false
match is detected, with an NFA of0.12. The best match has an NFA of2 10−8

and corresponds to the face in the upper right part of the painting. Observe that
ideal perfect matches in this experiment would have a number of false alarms of
1727 × 1595/15956 = 1.7 10−13 (when the empirical distributions of distances to
target codes are learned using the considered database image only, as we do here).

5.3 Logo Recognition

In this experiment, we apply the method with a small logo image as target, and an
image containing the logo as database. We use the similarity invariant encoding. The
number of target codes is80, whereas the number of database codes is8866. As we
can see on Figure 10, there are no false matches, even though the database image
is complex and relatively cluttered. Recall also that, as illustrated in the experiment
of Section 5.1, the method not only enables to locate the logo, but also to decide
whether the logo is present or not in an image or a collection of images. We display
a similar experiment in Figure 11, where pieces of a street nameplate are sought for.
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Fig. 8. Les Demoiselles d’Avignon: original images and their corresponding maximal mean-
ingful boundaries to be encoded. The image on top is considered as “target” image. In the
target image,889 level lines are detected, and212 level lines are detected in the database
image.

In this experiment, there are five false matches, and they all have an NFA between
0.1 and1.

5.4 Dealing with Partial Occlusions and Contrast Changes

The last experiment consists in comparing the codes extracted from two views of
Velázquez’ paintingLas Meninas(see Fig. 12). The codes extracted from the query
image (11, 332 codes) are searched for among the codes extracted from the database
image (12, 833 codes). Shape elements are here normalized with respect to similar-
ity transforms. Note that the target image is a photography which was taken in the
museum: visitors’ heads hide a part of the painting.
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Fig. 9. Affine invariant semi-local recognition method: the12 meaningful matches between
shape elements. Only one false match is detected (other matches correspond to the same “piece
of object”), with an NFA of0.12. The lowest NFA is2 10−8 and corresponds to the contour
of the face in the upper right part of the painting.

Fig. 10. The logo on the left is searched for in the image on the right, using a similarity
invariant encoding. There are 9 matches, and none of them is false, in the sense that they
correspond to the same pieces of the logo. The smallest NFA has a value of4.4 10−12.

Fig. 11. Pieces of the street nameplate on the left are sought for in the right image, using
a similarity invariant encoding. The two plates comes from different locations in the street.
There are 15 matches. Five of them are false but they all have an NFA between10−1 and 1.
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Fig. 13 shows all55 1-meaningful matches. Only5 false matches can be seen
among them and they all have an NFA between1 and10−1. In fact, 36 matches
show an NFA lower than10−1.

Fig. 12.Las Meninas original images (on the left) and meaningful level lines (on the right).
Top: query image and its level lines. Bottom: database image and its level lines. The codes
from the query image are sought among the codes from the database image. Normalization is
here with respect to similarity transformations.

6 Conclusion and Perspectives

In this chapter, we considered shape elements as pieces of long and contrasted
enough level lines. This definition naturally comes from an analysis of the require-
ments that shape recognition meets, namely robustness to “small” contrast changes,
robustness to occlusions, and concentration of the information along contours (i.e.
regions where grey level changes abruptly). The purpose of this chapter is to pro-
pose a method to compute the Number of False Alarms of a match between some
shape elements, up to a given class of invariance. Computing this quantity is useful
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Fig. 13. Las Meninas. The 55 meaningful matches. Half of them have an NFA lower
than10−3. The best match has an NFA equal to4.10−14. To each bold piece of level line
on the right corresponds a bold piece of level line on the left.

because it leads to an acceptance/rejection threshold for partial shape matching. The
proposed decision rule is to keep in consideration the matches with an NFA lower
than 1 (or 10−1 if we are concerned with “surer” detections). This automatically
yields a distance threshold that depends on both the database and the query.

Of course, dealing only with pieces of level lines is not enough to decide whether
an object is present or not in a given image. Nevertheless, object edges coincide well
with pieces of level lines, so that it is worth taking them into account. A further step
should thus combine the matches, by taking account of their spatial coherence. In-
deed, as we can see in the experiments we have presented, false matches (i.e. matches
that do not actually correspond to the same “object”) are not distributed over the
images in a conspicuous way, unlike “good” matches. Each pair of matching shape
elements leads to a unique transformation between images, which can be represented
as a pattern in a transformation space. Hence, spatially coherent meaningful matches
correspond to clusters in the transformation space, and their detection can then be
formulated as a clustering problem. To achieve this task, we have developed an un-
supervised clustering algorithm, still based on an a contrario model [8]. As noticed on
preliminary results [33, 40], combining the spatial information furnished by matched
shape elements strongly reinforces the recognition confidence of the method.
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